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Reviewer's report:

Abstract: mention definite conclusion.
Key words : "Cariogram" can be added as a keyword.

Background : Second sentence is repeated.

Page number 4- 11 and 20 : Follow one pattern of writing either patients' or patient's.
Page number 5- You could also mention alternative/ research hypothesis.
    Detailed calibration examination and baseline 24 procedures, subject characteristics, and data collection are described elsewhere [15, 16]. Why elsewhere??

Page number 6: 6- A prior sample size....
    13-14 : Then who did clustering??
    16 : willingness to participate in the project can be written as Those who were ready to give consent.
    20 : Kappa statistics.

Page number 7 : 16 : give fullstop
    18 : OHSRC : Its easy to understand if fullform mentioned together atleast when it is coming for the first time in an article. Otherwise you have mentioned it under abbreviation.
Page number 9 : 1 : how saliva is collected? which container is used? stimulated or unstimulated saliva??
Page number 14 : 19 : Give reference
Page number 15 : 3 : too large sentence..
Discussion : maximum part of discussion is stating limitations only.
Page number 16 : 18 : the interventions to the personalised participants were apt to be similar to those for the non-personalised participants.

What is the use of intervention then?/
Then why we divided it into study and control group??
If u are thinking about ethical considerations better u could have used cross over trial.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
If not, please specify what is required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Does the work include the necessary controls?
If not, please specify which controls are required in your comments to the authors.

Yes

Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.

No

Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
If an additional statistical review is recommended, please specify what aspects require further assessment in your comments to the editors.

I recommend additional statistical review

Quality of written English
Please indicate the quality of language in the manuscript:

Needs some language corrections before being published
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